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Abstract

1

Object stores have become the de-facto platform for storage
in the cloud due to their scalability, high availability, and
low cost. However, they provide weaker metadata semantics
and lower performance compared to distributed hierarchical
file systems. In this paper, we introduce HopsFS-S3, a hybrid distributed hierarchical file system backed by an object
store while preserving the file system’s strong consistency
semantics. We base our implementation on HopsFS, a nextgeneration distribution of HDFS with distributed metadata.
We redesigned HopsFS’ block storage layer to transparently
use an object store to store the file’s blocks without sacrificing the file system’s semantics. We also introduced a new
block caching service to leverage faster NVMe storage for
hot blocks. In our experiments, we show that HopsFS-S3
outperforms EMRFS for IO-bound workloads, with up to 20%
higher performance and delivers up to 3.4𝑋 the aggregated
read throughput of EMRFS. Moreover, we demonstrate that
metadata operations on HopsFS-S3 (such as directory rename) are up to two orders of magnitude faster than EMRFS.
Finally, HopsFS-S3 opens up the currently closed metadata
in object stores, enabling correctly-ordered change notifications with HopsFS’ change data capture (CDC) API and
customized extensions to metadata.

Cloud service providers such as Amazon [9], Google [28],
and Microsoft [37] offer object stores as a cheap, scalable, and
highly available storage alternative to distributed hierarchical file systems [21, 25]. However, to yield scalability, these
object stores offer a flat namespace and a weaker metadata
semantics compared to POSIX-like distributed hierarchical
file systems such as HDFS [45], and HopsFS [40]. These
object stores typically provide REST APIs where objects
(files) are identified by a key (path). For instance, Amazon
S3 provides an eventually consistent semantics for operations such as read after write, directory listing, and rename
objects or directories [2, 10, 22]. Alternative object stores
such as Google Cloud Storage and Microsoft Azure blob
store have strengthened the consistency semantics of the
S3 APIs using a horizontally scalable and strongly consistent metadata layer [20, 27, 29]. However, they still lack
the native support for atomic directory rename [15, 24, 44],
which is a crucial operation for scalable SQL systems on
Hadoop/Spark [11, 12, 23, 34]. Moreover, object stores offer
change notification services that allow applications to react to change events on objects [3, 19, 26]. However, there
are no ordering guarantees for events across objects, requiring application developers to implement their ordering on
top [5, 16].
On the other hand, distributed hierarchical file systems
offer POSIX-like file system semantics that ensures atomic
operations such as directory rename. HopsFS [40] is a nextgeneration distribution of HDFS [45] with a distributed metadata layer allowing HopsFS to scale to more massive clusters
with more metadata than HDFS. A HopsFS cluster consists of
three main layers: the metadata storage layer, the metadata
serving layer, and the block storage layer. The block storage layer is responsible for storing the file system’s blocks
on local disk volumes on the block storage servers. HopsFS
provides a change data capture (CDC) API that produces
correctly-ordered file system operations [36]. HopsFS lacks
native support for object stores as a storage backend for
the block storage layer, increasing its cost and limiting its
adoption in cloud environments.
In this paper, we introduce HopsFS-S3 as a hybrid distributed hierarchical file system that offers POSIX-like file
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system semantics while transparently using object stores
as the backend storage for the file system’s data. We leverage the heterogeneous storage APIs provided by HopsFS
to implement a cloud storage type enabling fine-grained
control over which part of the file system namespace to be
stored in the cloud. Our implementation allows the block
storage servers to be used as proxy servers to handle access
to object stores in the cloud. To improve performance by
avoiding unnecessary round trips to the object stores, we
implemented a block cache on the block storage servers and
a block selection policy on the metadata servers to ensure
the locality of block data reads. Our caching layer exploits
the relative higher performance of NVMe drives compared
to object stores (such as S3). We also examined the different
file system operations and redesigned them to ensure high
performance and strong consistency on object stores. To the
best of our knowledge, HopsFS-S3 is the first distributed hierarchical filesystem that supports tiered storage from small
files in metadata [41], cached blocks on NVMe storage, and
other blocks in object storage. Moreover, HopsFS-S3 provides
a pluggable architecture allowing different object stores such
as Amazon S3, Google cloud storage, and Azure blob store
to be used as a storage backend. In this paper, we focus our
discussion on Amazon S3 since it is the most widely used
object store in the cloud. Finally, HopsFS-S3 leverage HopsFS
to open up the currently closed metadata in object stores, enabling correctly-ordered change notifications with HopsFS’
change data capture (CDC) and customized extensions to
metadata [36, 40].

2

Background and Related work

HopsFS is an open-source next-generation distribution of
HDFS that mitigates the HDFS scalability bottlenecks by storing the file system metadata in a distributed database [40].
In HopsFS, the metadata storage layer is a distributed database that is responsible for storing the file system’s metadata, see Figure 1. HopsFS provides a pluggable architecture using the data access layer (DAL), allowing different
distributed databases to be used, however, the default and
recommended distributed database is NDB [38]. NDB is an
in-memory, shared-nothing, distributed database. The metadata serving layer is responsible for executing parallel file
system requests from potentially thousands of clients. The
metadata servers are stateless, and they communicate only
through the leader election protocol to elect a leader that
is responsible for housekeeping operations of the file system [39, 40]. HopsFS leverages NVMe disks to store the small
files, < 128𝐾𝐵, embedded in the metadata in the metadata
storage layer [41]. The block storage layer is responsible for
storing large files, > 128𝐾𝐵, where the files are split into
blocks typically of 128𝑀𝐵 size and replicated across block
storage servers. HopsFS lacks support for object stores as a
storage backend for the file system’s data.
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Amazon S3 does not implement a POSIX file system API.
For scalability, it provides eventual consistency guarantees
for many operations: objects (files) may not be immediately
available after creation due to negative caching, and older
versions of the objects may be available after an update or
a delete operation [10]. Also, directory rename and directory delete operations are not atomic. In fact, Amazon S3
does not have directories per se. To address these limitations, connectors have been developed to strengthen the S3
API with POSIX-like semantics. Hadoop offers file system
connectors to different object stores such as Amazon S3 using the S3A connector [32]. S3A is a file system connector
that allows reading and writing to Amazon S3. S3A uses
the S3Guard [44] to mitigate the issues introduced by the
relaxed semantics of Amazon S3. Internally, S3Guard uses a
consistent database (Amazon DynmaoDB [1]) to keep track
of the metadata for the objects stored in Amazon S3 to improve performance of operations such as directory listing
and file status. The S3A connector mimics a directory by
adding it to the S3Guard, and for any upcoming operation,
it will check all the keys that have this directory path as a
prefix in the key. Directory rename is an essential operation
that is used as part of the commit protocols for scalable SQL
systems on Hadoop/Spark. That is why S3A implements a
commit protocol that can work with S3 without introducing
inconsistencies [31]
Amazon offers Elastic MapReduce (EMR) as a cloud-native
big data platform to simplify running of big data frameworks
such as Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark on AWS [8]. The
storage layer of EMR supports the use of different file systems, including HDFS, the local file system connected to the
instances, and the EMR file system (EMRFS) [6]. EMRFS is
an implementation of HDFS that stores the files in Amazon
S3. Similar to S3A, EMRFS implements a consistent metadata
layer on top of S3 to mitigate the S3 relaxed consistency
semantics [4]. Also, EMRFS implements an S3 optimized
commit protocol, however, it only supports running Spark
jobs that use Spark SQL, DataFrames, or Datasets to write
Parquet files. [7].
Microsoft offers Azure Data Lake Store (ADLS) [17, 43]
as a cloud storage service that builds upon features from
hierarchical file systems and object stores, more specifically
Azure Blob Storage. Similar to HopsFS, ADLS provides a
hierarchical namespace, tiered storage, and atomic metadata
operations such as directory rename and delete. Also, similar to HopsFS, ADLS uses a strongly consistent, relational,
distributed database to manage the file system’s metadata.
ADLS provides a small append service to improve the performance of small appends (a few bytes to a few hundred
KB), however, it does not tackle the storage problem of small
files [18]. On the other hand, HopsFS embeds small files
(< 128𝐾𝑏, a configurable limit) within the file system’s metadata [41].
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Figure 1. An architecture diagram of HopsFS-S3. The main difference between HopsFS and HopsFS-S3 is that the block storage servers can act as
proxy servers for cloud object stores.
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HopsFS-S3

We designed HopsFS-S3 as an extension to HopsFS to enable
the use of object stores as a storage backend for the file system’s data. There are two design alternatives either to allow
the HopsFS clients to interact directly with the object store
APIs or to use the block storage servers as proxy servers to
object stores. The former design breaks the compatibility
with HDFS clients, requires more maintenance, and raises
some security concerns regarding giving the clients access
to the object store directly. We favor the latter approach
since it does not break the comparability of the current
HDFS clients, and it is easier to implement and maintain
its consistency using the metadata servers. Also, it enables
the use of a pluggable architecture allowing plugging other
object stores easily. HopsFS implements heterogeneous storage APIs similar to HDFS [30] to treat block storage servers
(datanodes) as a collection of storage types such as DISK,
SSD, and RAM_DISK. In HopsFS-S3, we implement a new
storage type called “CLOUD” that leverages the heterogeneous storage APIs allowing users to set the storage policy
to be “CLOUD” on a directory in the file system namespace.
That is, all files under that directory will be stored in the
cloud. Currently, Amazon S3 and Azure Blob Storage are
supported; however, HopsFS-S3 offers a pluggable architecture allowing implementations of other object stores such
as Google Cloud Storage.
Amazon S3 introduces the concepts of buckets, objects,
and keys. A bucket is a container for objects stored in S3,
and it has a unique global name. Objects are the basic entities in S3 that represent the users’ uploaded data. An object
is uniquely identified by its bucket name, key, and version,
while the key is the unique identifier for an object within the
bucket [10]. In HopsFS-S3, we added configuration parameters to allow users to provide their Amazon S3 bucket to
be used as the block data store. Similar to HopsFS, HopsFSS3 stores the small files, < 128𝐾𝐵, associated with the file
system’s metadata. For large files, > 128𝐾𝐵, HopsFS-S3 will

HopsFS operations

We divided the file system operations into two categories,
metadata operations, and data operations. Metadata operations only interact with the file system’s metadata without
the need to read or write the actual data compared to the
data operations. For example, mkdir is a metadata operation
that creates a directory while file read is a data operation that
reads file’s content. HopsFS provides a strongly consistent
file system semantics through the use of primitive locking
and application-defined locking [40].
HopsFS-S3 operations

HopsFS-S3 uses the same metadata storage and serving layers as HopsFS. Therefore, the metadata operations are not
affected by the new changes regarding data storage. However,
we extended the file system’s metadata to include information about each block, whether stored locally or in the cloud,
and in which bucket it is stored. On the other hand, we redesigned the data operations to work with Amazon S3. S3
offers read-after-write consistency semantics for uploading
new objects given that there was no get operation on the
same key that happened shortly before uploading, otherwise
eventual consistency semantics hold. That is any subsequent
get operation to read the object might not return the object.
Moreover, overwriting an existing object, deleting an object,
and listing objects are eventually consistent. In HopsFS-S3,
we maintain the same strong consistency as HopsFS. Therefore, we designed the file system data operations to enforce
strong consistency on Amazon S3. That is, we ensure that all
the objects stored in the S3 bucket are immutable. HopsFSS3 implements variable-sized block storage to allow for any
new appends to a file to be treated as new objects rather
than overwriting existing objects.
In HopsFS-S3, the writing process proceeds similarly to
HopsFS, where the file is split into blocks of fixed size, and
the blocks are written to the block storage servers. However,
instead of using the chain replication to replicate the blocks
across 3 servers, we set the replication factor to 1 and use
only one server that will transparently write the block to
S3. The object stores maintain the fault tolerance and high
availability of the stored objects. If the block storage server
fails during a write operation, the client reschedules the write
on a different live server. To read a file, clients in HopsFS-S3
proceed as in HopsFS by first requesting the set of block
storage servers from a metadata server to start reading the
file. However, since the file is stored in S3, metadata servers
return either a block storage server with the cached blocks
or a random block storage server that will transparently
connect to S3 to return the requested blocks for the file to
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The Terasort benchmark is a MapReduce based sorting algorithm that has been used by Hadoop clusters to compete in
the annual sorting competition [46] to sort 1 TB of data. The
program consists of three main MapReduce jobs; Teragen,
Terasort, and Teravalidate. The Teragen program is responsible for generating the input data to be sorted. The Terasort
program does the actual sorting of the input data and then
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In this section, we evaluate the performance of HopsFS-S3
against Amazon EMRFS. All the experiments were run on
virtual machines of type c5d.4xlarge on Amazon EC2 with 16
vCPUs, 32 GB of memory, and 1 NVMe SSD disks (400 GB).
HopsFS-S3 is based on HopsFS version 3.2.0, which is compatible with Hadoop version 3.2. We used Amazon EMR version
6.0.0 with Hadoop version 3.2.1. We created a cluster with
5 nodes (1 master node and 4 core nodes). The master node
runs the metadata and resource management services, while
the core nodes run the block storage and node management
services. We used three different benchmarks to compare the
performance of HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS. The Terasort benchmark provided by Hadoop [13, 42], TestDFSIOEnh provided
by Hibench [33, 35], and the hdfs command-line tool. To ensure a fair comparison, we matched the configurations of the
resource and node management services between HopsFS-S3
and EMRFS.
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The block storage servers act as proxy servers that transparently read/write objects to/from object stores (Amazon S3).
We implement a least recently used (LRU) cache per block
storage server to cache the blocks read from Amazon S3. The
objects are immutable, and all the file system operations go
through the metadata servers that use the metadata stored in
the metadata storage layer to evaluate the operation. Thus,
ensuring the strong consistency of the file system metadata.
The block storage servers ensure the validity of the cache
by first checking the existence of the block in the cloud before returning the cached block to the client. The metadata
servers implement a block selection policy that ensures the
locality of block read operations. The selection policy always
favors choosing the block storage servers where the blocks
are cached then random block storage servers.

4

0
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3.2.1

Time (seconds)

(a) 1GB

the client. Each block storage server maintains a block cache
where it saves the downloaded blocks to reduce the network
overhead, see Section 3.2.1. The metadata servers keep track
of the cached blocks on the block storage servers to allow for
faster reads by sending the block storage servers with cached
blocks to the client instead of a random block storage server.
We also implement a synchronization protocol to ensure the
consistency between the blocks stored in the cloud and the
metadata stored in HopsFS-S3.
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Figure 2. The time taken by EMRFS and HopsFS-S3 clusters to run the
Terasort benchmark for input data sizes (1GB, 10GB, and 100GB)

writes the sorted data back. The Teravalidate program checks
the sorted results to ensure the total order of the data. We ran
the Terasort benchmark on EMRFS and HopsFS-S3 clusters
for different input data sizes (1GB, 10GB, and 100GB). For
HopsFS-S3, we ran two configurations enabling and disabling
the block cache on block storage servers. Then, we calculated the time taken by each stage of the Terasort benchmark,
as shown in Figure 2. HopsFS-S3 with block cache enabled
delivers lower running time compared to EMRFS by 17% for
1GB, 20% for 10GB, and 18% for 100GB. The main reason
for the performance increase of HopsFS-S3 is that the block
reads will only go to S3 if the block is not present locally
in the block cache of the block storage servers, which we
can confirm using the utilization figures in Section 4.1.1.
HopsFS-S3 ensures the selection of block storage servers
with locally cached blocks when serving client read requests.
Figure 2 also shows that HopsFS-S3 with cache disabled have
a higher running time compared to EMRFS by 6% for 1GB, 4%
for 10GB, and 12% for 100GB. The main reason for the higher
running time is the indirection introduced by HopsFS-S3 to
read the blocks through the block storage servers, which act
as proxy servers for S3.
4.1.1

Utilization

We collected the master and core nodes’ utilization data
when running the Terasort benchmark using an input data
size of 100GB. Figure 3(a) shows the average CPU utilization
on the master node. We can see that the master nodes are
hardly doing any work since all the work happens on the
core nodes. Figure 3(b) shows the average CPU utilization on
the core nodes for different stages of the Terasort benchmark.
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Figure 3. The average CPU utilization on master and core nodes for different
stages of the Terasort benchmark using 100GB of input data.

Figure 5. The average Disk and Network utilization on master node for
different stages of the Terasort benchmark using 100 GB of input data.

EMRFS has a higher CPU load on the core nodes compared to
HopsFS-S3, whether the block cache is enabled or disabled.
Figure 4(a) shows the average network write throughput
on the core nodes. HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS have a similar
write throughput for all three stages. On the other hand,
HopsFS-S3 with cache enabled have a lower network read
throughput compared to EMRFS due to the use of the block
cache on the block storage servers of HopsFS-S3, as shown in
Figure 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows the average disk write throughput on the core nodes for HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS. HopsFSS3(NoCache) has significantly higher throughput on the Teravalidate stage compared to EMRFS and HopsFS-S3 with
cache enabled. The reason is that when HopsFS-S3(NoCache)
reads blocks, it always downloads the blocks from S3 and
writes them to disk before sending them back to the client.
HopsFS-S3 has a higher disk read throughput compared to
EMRFS and HopsFS-S3(NoCache), as shown in Figure 4(d),
due to the use of the block cache on the block storage servers.
Figure 5 shows the average disk and network reading/writing
throughput on the master node for all different stages of the
Terasort benchmark. Both HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS have a low
network and disk utilization, less than 1𝑀𝐵/𝑠𝑒𝑐.

4.2
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In this experiment, we used the enhanced DFSIO benchmark provided by the Hibench benchmarking suite [35]. The
benchmark creates a set of map tasks that are, in parallel,
writing/reading files to/from HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS clusters,
and then records the total time taken, average throughput
per map task, and the average aggregated throughput of
the cluster. We ran the TestDFSIOEnh using 1𝐺𝐵 files while
varying the number of concurrent map tasks (16, 32, 64).
HopsFS-S3 takes almost the same amount of time as EMRFS to write files at a low concurrency level (16); however,
the time increases by 20% when running 32 concurrent tasks,
and 10% when running 64 concurrent tasks, as shown in Figure 6(a). The reason for the time increase is that the metadata
server in EMRFS writes the data directly to S3 while, in the
case of HopsFS-S3, the metadata server redirects the write to
the block storage servers, which in turn writes the data to S3.
On the other hand, HopsFS-S3 takes less time to read files,
by up to 54% compared to EMRFS, as shown in Figure 6(b).
Figure 7(a) shows that HopsFS-S3 has a lower average aggregated throughput, by up to 39% when writing files, compared
to EMRFS. However, for HopsFS-S3 (NoCache), we show
that HopsFS-S3 average aggregated throughput is almost the
same as EMRFS and even higher when running 64 concurrent
tasks. That is due to the high variability of the benchmark
aggregated throughput results, as shown in the error bars,
which is not that case when looking at the actual average
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Figure 4. The average Disk and Network utilization on core nodes for
different stages of the Terasort benchmark using 100 GB of input data.
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Figure 6. The total execution time taken by enhanced DFSIO tasks to
concurrently write and read files of size 1GB to HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS
clusters.
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Figure 7. The average aggregated throughput of HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS
clusters to write and read files of size 1 GB using the enhanced DFSIO
benchmark.

write throughput per map task as shown in Figure 8(a). On
the other hand, Figure 7(b) shows that HopsFS-S3 has a
higher average aggregated throughput when reading files
by up to 3.4𝑋 times compared to the throughput of EMRFS
at low concurrency levels, and it decreases to 1.7𝑋 at higher
concurrency levels. Similarly, Figure 8(b) shows the average
read throughput per map task for both clusters.
4.3

Metadata operations

In this experiment, we used the enhanced DFSIO to create
directories with 1000 and 10, 000 files. Then, we used the
HDFS command line tool [14] to run directory listing and
rename on those directories, and recorded the average time
taken by each operation. Notice that the time reported includes the startup time of the JVM. Figure 9(a) shows that
HopsFS-S3 executes directory rename in two orders of magnitude lower time than EMRFS. The main reason for the
huge performance gap is that EMRFS does not support directory rename. Instead, it does an expensive move operation
to rename all the directory’s descendent children and their
EMRFS
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Figure 8. The average throughput per map task of HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS
clusters when writing and reading files of size 1 GB using the enhanced
DFSIO benchmark.
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Figure 9. The average time taken by HopFS-S3 and EMRFS to execute
directory listing and directory rename on directories with different number
of children. The Y-axis is in log scale base 10.

transitive children. However, in HopsFS-S3, the directory
rename operation is a metadata operation that only changes
the metadata of the directory itself. Figure 9(b) shows that
HopsFS-S3 takes, on average, 50% the time taken by EMRFS
to execute the directory listing. The directory listing operation is a metadata operation in HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS; that
is, it does not require contacting S3. HopsFS-S3 retrieves the
directory’s children from the metadata storage layer, while
EMRFS retrieves this information from the metadata table in
DynamoDB. Due to space considerations and the existence
of previous published performance figures [41], we have not
included experiments comparing small file performance in
HopsFS-S3 and EMRFS. Given that small file operations in
HopsFS-S3 are metadata operations, they again significantly
outperform small file operations in S3.

5

Conclusions

We introduced HopsFS-S3, a hybrid cloud-native distributed
hierarchical file system that allows the use of object stores
as a storage backend for the file system’s data without sacrificing the file system’s consistency. HopsFS-S3 provides
fine-grained APIs allowing users to enable cloud storage policy on a per-directory basis. Also, HopsFS-S3 offers a pluggable architecture allowing implementations using other
object stores. In our experiments, we show that HopsFS-S3
outperforms EMRFS by up to 20% when running Tereasort
benchmarks. Also, we show that HopsFS-S3 delivers up to
3.4𝑋 the aggregated read throughput of EMRFS. Moreover,
we demonstrate that directory listing operations on HopsFSS3 are up to 50% faster than on EMRFS, and directory rename
operations are two orders of magnitude faster than EMRFS.
To the best of our knowledge, HopsFS-S3 is the first hierarchical distributed POSIX-like filesystem with multi-tiered
file storage at metadata, block cache, and object store layers,
as well as customizable metadata.
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